
Packaging & Machinery - 

Christophe Blanc, the General Manager 
of the company, Maf Roda, is all set to 
face up to a new decade of expansion. 

“We are opening up a new phase that will con-
solidate a 25-year long development process. 
Different aspects of the factory have been ren-
ovated, both organisational and structural, pro-
moting New Developments and extending the 
production capacity to respond to a growing 
demand. We have the latest technology and a 
team of staff that is trained to face up to the 
new challenges of a global and evolving mar-
ket,” the executive explained.
With the latest imaging and robotics tech-
nologies, Maf Roda provides companies with 
complete turnkey projects that hold the CE 
certificate guarantee. These projects cover 
the automation of the entire post-harvest 
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process, from the reception of the fruit until 
its final packaging.
Bernardo Ferrer, the company’s sales manager, 
states that “on a market level, we have consoli-
dated our presence both in Spain and abroad, 
completing the entire range of products and 
we have suitable, trained professionals to take 
care of them.”
One of the keys in this expansion has been the 
electronic imaging technology, which has been 
completely developed within the company and 
that today has turned it into a leader in tech-
nological development. This technology allows 
the characteristics of each fruit to be analysed 
quickly and non-destructive: outer quality, den-

incipient rot, etc.
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The technology developed by Maf Roda is 

freshness guarantees for fruit and vegetables




Combining this technology with the new pack-
aging systems such as the “Speed Packer V8”, 
Maf Roda can offer its customers high perfor-
mance facilities and providing high returns.
After sales service. One of the company’s 
main advantages lies in the strength of its af-
ter sales service team all over the world. “The 
nature of the market has meant that Maf Roda 
does not only supply machinery, but it has also 
has turned into a service company. We have 
our own branches in strategic places that guar-
antee a local service and with the new remote 
control systems, we can intervene from our 

telematically.”





Companies -  - 

“Our commitment to our customers involves guaranteeing the develop-
ment of their activity during the campaign without any interruptions in 
any of the processes and therefore, Maf Roda has available the necessary 
resources both in human and in technological terms. Working with Maf 
Roda’s technology improves competiveness and strengthens the brand 
image, giving added value to fruit and vegetables”, Ferrer explained.
In Alzira (Valencia) the company has 30,000 m2 of installations where 300 
people work, and it has also become a post-harvest training centre with a 
school for technical and electronic instructors, guaranteeing the passing 
on of the know-how to new employees.
Fruit Attraction. Currently Maf Roda is preparing its display at the 
trade fair, Fruit Attraction, where it will exhibit its star attraction, the uni-
versal calibrator, a linear machine, without any transfers that ensures a 
very dainty treatment of the fruit and on which the different fast imag-
ing electronics are installed employing the universal processor, Orphea, 
which is used throughout the group.






 







     










    

















